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Predict, Retrieve, Infer and Analyse



1. Do you think Iris and Oliver are going to 
become friends?

2. Look on page 29. Why is Iris jealous of her 
sisters?

3. ‘Hmmm you need to get your eyes tested 
dear.’ What do you think the Walrus 
thinks of Iris?

4. ‘He remembered his dad talking about the 
dotty old man…’ What does the word dotty 
mean? What impression do you get of this 
man? 
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SPaG in 3

1. What is the odd one out?
sing         table         carpet          bench

2. What is underlined here?
The post box was opposite the magical 
forest.

3. What is wrong here?
“I don”t like eating fish!” shouted Tim.



SPaG in 3 – answers

1. What is the odd one out? It’s a verb. 
The other words are nouns. 

sing         table         carpet          bench

2. What is underlined here? It is a 
preposition. 
The post box was opposite the magical 
forest.

3. What is wrong here? It has a speech 
mark instead of an apostrophe – ‘ 
“I don”t like eating fish!” shouted Tim.



Tuesday 19th May 

LI. To use apostrophes – possession. 

An apostrophe can be used to show that one thing belongs to or 
is connected to something. This is called a possessive apostrophe .

Let's take a look at some examples.

The cat's tail was fluffy.

Cat is a singular noun so you need to add an apostrophe and "s" to 
show that the tail belongs to the cat.

Charles' cat was naughty.

Charles is a singular noun that ends in an "s", so you need to add 
an apostrophe to show that the cat belongs to Charles.



Tuesday 19th May 

LI. To use apostrophes – possession. 

The brothers' feet were muddy.

Brothers is a plural noun that 
ends in an "s" so you don't add 
another "s" after your 
apostrophe. You can just add an 
apostrophe to show the feet 
belongs to the brothers.

The children's toys were broken

Children is a plural noun but it 
doesn't end with an "s" so you 
need to add an apostrophe and 
"s" to show that the toys belong 
to the children.



Tuesday 19th May 

LI. To use apostrophes – possession. 
Watch the video and complete the activities on BBC 
Bitesize to make sure that you are happy with using 

apostrophes to show contractions. 
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zvwwxnb/articles/

zx9ydxs

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zvwwxnb/articles/zx9ydxs
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Tuesday 19th May 

LI. To use apostrophes – possession.

Answers: 
Activity one -
1. David’s sister painted a picture. 
2. They would have dinner at Mary’s house. 
3. They lost Ben’s football. 
4. This is Joe’s hat. 
5. Andy likes to sit begind the diver’s side in the car. 
6. The lady’s car had broken down. 
7. Peter’s dog has been missing for two weeks.

Activity two (answers will vary but must have the possessive 
apostrophe) -
1. Sarah’s teddy was called Bob. 
2. Anna’s car was green. 
3. Steve and Amy’s house had a huge garden! 
4. David’s book was very rare. 
5. Mary’s photo was considered an antique.  


